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LONDON ICE MARKET

Position last dif high low settle Position last dif high low settle

Mar'19 1489 1489 May'19 94,15 -0,65 95,50 93,65 94,80

May'19 1496 -7 1506 1488 1503 Jul'19 96,95 -0,60 98,15 96,45 97,55

Jul'19 1500 -8 1511 1493 1508 Sep'19 99,65 -0,65 100,90 99,25 100,30

Sep'19 1510 -10 1521 1505 1520 Dec'19 103,55 -0,60 104,75 103,10 104,15
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NEW YORK ICELONDON ICE MARKET

London ICE:

Support: 1485, 1465 & 1350
Resistances: 1515 & 1680

New York ICE:

Supports: 96,50, 93,50 & 92,00
Resistances: 100,00 & 110,00
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last high low

1,12859 1,13907 1,12733

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR-FX

BRAZIL

Yesterday, we woke up with the EURUSD at levels of 1.1437 as a result of the speech of the Fed, much more moderate than what was used to; Fed maintains

interest rates at 2.25% - 2.50%, ruling out further increases in interest rates during this year, although it is true, it leaves open the door to a possible further
increase, as early as 2020. Growth forecast for 2019 as well as inflation, revised one tenth down for this year. All this caused that during the early morning of

Wednesday to Thursday the EURUSD reached the maximum of the month at 1.1448 EURUSD.

Brazilian financial markets affected by former President Temer’s arrest, what could slow reforms and is devaluating the local currency again.

Brazil's Center-South Arabica growing regions should see favorable weather conditions over the next seven days, while Robusta growing areas in Espirito Santo

and Bahia could see heavy precipitation easing water stress from recent warm temperatures. Wet weather may ease some concerns with upcoming Brazilian
production, but the 2019/20 season will have a an off-year crop that under normal circumstances results in a 10% or more decline in production. With flowering
issues and some dry weather early this season, it is unlikely that early forecasts for a 58 million bag crop or higher will be reached.

Rabobank Pegs Brazil's 2019-20 Coffee Harvest at 57.6m Bags. Brazil’s production to include 38m bags of arabica coffee and 19.5m bags of robusta, Rabobank

analyst Carlos Mera says in report, citing data from farm visits in the region. Both arabica and robusta estimates were above initial expectations. Limited damage
seen from hot, dry January weather. Energy seen in the coffee trees and lack of many major pests and diseases may signal record arabica and robusta harvests

in 2020-21 season.

Brazilian green coffee exports totaled 3.142 million 60-kilo bags in February, up 40.5 percent from same period last year, according to a statement from industry

group Cecafé on Wednesday. Cecafé said it sees Brazil's total coffee exports at close to 40 million bags this year after investments in research and technology
strengthened Brazil's position as the world's leading supplier.

Business activities continued slow with strong local prices and the low reference prices of the coffee terminal markets.

Vietnam preliminarily exported 83,120 tons in first half March 2019 compared with 99,585 tons the same period past year. The country officially exported

210,525 tons March last year. Vietnam’s coffee exports are seen down almost 20% during the first two months of calendar year 2019 according to the country’s
General Statistics Office.

Weather conditions continue favorable for development of coffee trees despite some concerns among the industry for lower rainfall and underground water
levels.

Colombia's government will give an additional 60 billion pesos ($19.4 million) in aid to coffee farmers beset by low prices and struggling to make ends meet,

the country's grower´s federation said on Thursday. The new aid is in addition to more than 95 billion pesos that was earmarked for coffee producers last year
but never distributed because of a brief price increase. The national coffee committee will decide the best way to allocate the two tranches of funds, the

federation said in a statement, adding the money may be used for tree replacement programs or direct price aid.

In the first two months of the year, Colombian coffee production reached 2.4 million bags, 2.5% up from the 2.3 million bags produced in the first two months of

2018.

The government in El Salvador have announced their intent to sign a finance agreement with the Central American Bank for Economic Integration CABEI to
raise 86 million U.S. dollars loan to finance coffee farmers for a renovation program, to replace aged trees with new higher yielding and disease resistant

varieties.

Guatemala shipments increased to 353,991 bags from 286,186 bags a year earlier, Guatemala’s National Coffee Association says in an email. Exports in the five

months ended February rose 2.1% to 831,481 bags.

Uganda exported only 323,828 bags of coffee in February 2019, down from 395,097 bags in January and 16.7% below the 388,644 shipped in the same month

last year, according to the Uganda Coffee Development Authority (UCDA).

India - Slow release by farmers continues for unwashed Robustas amid good demand from all segments. Prices are firming each day for both washed and
unwashed Robustas. Harvesting more or less completed.

A number of supermarket chains in Beijing and Jiangsu province in China were found to be selling counterfeit Starbucks coffee after the country’s food and drug

regulating agency began a crackdown recently. During its investigation, Beijing's Municipal Food and Drug Administration discovered "Starbucks VIA Instant
packets" that carried anti-forgery tags issued by Guangzhou Baiyi Food Trade were not genuine products. Famous Chinese supermarket chains like Greenland

Direct Global Goods and Hualian Supermarket in Nanjing, and Carrefour in Beijing, were found to sell as well fake Starbucks coffee.

Nescafé is the world’s third largest fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) brand behind Coca-Cola and Pepsi, according to a Euromonitor International survey of

the top 100 megabrands in the sector. The study, which ranked brands by their retail sales value in 2017, analyzed eight categories of products comprising
packaged food, soft drinks, beauty, and personal care, consumer health, tissue and hygiene, home care, hot drinks, and pet care.

The New York market is trading at near to thirteen-year lows in value, but if one is to appropriate thirteen years of inflation in terms of costs of production, the

income for arabica coffee farmers in general is much worse than the dip in value would indicate. Even for the few countries that can take some advantage from
weakening domestic currency, to counter the low reference prices of the terminal market.
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